
N.A.L. SERVICES

N.A.L. Company, Inc. is a family-
owned business and has been 
operating for more than 45 years. 
We possess the knowledge, 
experience, equipment and 
passion needed to properly 
design solutions for your project’s 
development strategy. N.A.L. 
Company, Inc.’s goal is to provide 
customers with quality, cost 
effective packaging solutions 
with creativity, quick turn 
around, and first-class customer 
service.  Here are just a few of 
our creatively services.

TO PURCHASE

LAMINATING
Laminating consists of multiple substrates being adhered and 
pressed together forming a solid paperboard sheet. Laminating 
parameters consist of length, width, caliper, number of 
laminations, and type of substrates to be laminated. Our 
machines’ capabilities are as follows: Maximum length 240”, 
Maximum width is 52”, Maximum caliper is .150 of an inch. Some 
standard substrates are fine papers, all types of paper boards, 
paper backed foils, cloths, velours, Sbs, and poly-coated boards.

REAM CUTTING
We offer Ream Cutting when a precise tolerance of +\-1/32 of 
an inch is required. Ream Cutting is the process of applying a 
horizontal guillotine style blade with computer-programmed 
measurements to ensure we can produce extremely precise 
dimensions and overall squareness. The parameters for Ream 
Cutting consist of width, length, trim, and caliper. Maximum 
length or width is 80”, and maximum caliper is .125. 

REWINDING
We’re able to custom rewind rolls that have been damaged by 
water, edge contact, diameter alterations, and inside out roll 
direction. Our machine slitter setups allow us to rewind orders 
to increase or decrease diameters, width, rewind multiple 
ribbons, or to change core sizes. Multiple different substrates 
can be rewound with a maximum diameter of 80”, maximum 
width of 85” and a minimum caliper of .008”.

SHEETING
Sheeting consists of rolls of paperboard factory trimmed and 
chopped down to specified lengths. Paperboard can be sheeted 
into lengths up to 240” and widths of up to 80”.

CUSTOM PACKAGING
We offer 100% free consulting to aid in navigating your custom 
packaging solutions. With paper board products readily 
available to us, we have the materials, experience and contacts 
to help develop a packaging method to ensure your product’s 
safe delivery.

Contact Your Nearest 

Distributor


